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Bistro Dansk 

"Authentic Danish Fare"

Although well represented elsewhere in the community, Scandinavian

people have few restaurants that boast their unique cuisine. A notable

exception Bistro Dansk, which offers authentic ethnic fare in a

comfortable European bistro setting. Families and professionals alike

come for the Frikadeller and the hakkebof prepared in the traditional

manner. Also on offer are ales from the Continent, including exceptional

Czech brews. Save room for the excellent Danish pastries baked fresh on

site daily.

 +1 204 775 5662  www.bistrodansk.com/  bistrodansk@gmail.com  63 Sherbrook Street, Near

Wolseley Avenue, Winnipeg

MB
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Niko's 

"Hearty Greek Delights"

Niko's is a family-owned restaurant which has been serving Greek

delicacies to Winnipeg for more than two decades. The restaurant is

known for its special 12 inch subs which consist of Greek-style chicken on

a submarine bread roll. They also serve hearty lunch and dinner options

like Moussaka, Roast Lemon Chicken, Chicken Gyros and Battered Fish.

With a warm and welcoming ambiance and a special kid's menu, this place

is perfect for a family meal.

 +1 204 478 1144  nikosrestaurant.ca/  740 Corydon Avenue, Winnipeg MB
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Kristina's On Corydon 

"Greek in Little Italy"

Moussaka, Souvlaki and Gyros are the order of the day at this Greek

restaurant. Although the entrees and the decor may not conjure up

images of Crete, the food is well prepared, tasty and filling. Located on

Corydon Avenue, Winnipeg's Little Italy, Kristina's On Corydon offers an

alternative to the plethora of Italian restaurants that line the street.

Summer is the best time to go: the sidewalk patio is open and the sights

and sounds of this vibrant sub-community are in full swing.

 +1 204 453 1241  www.kristinasoncorydon.com/  761 Corydon Avenue, Between

Cockburn and Arbuthnot, across the

Shell Gas Station, Winnipeg MB
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